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Catherine
Marks
We get the lowdown on recording Foals, breath noises,
and where to pan stuff. GEORGE SHILLING
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ngineer/producer Catherine Marks says being female
is ‘definitely an advantage; it’s a different point of
view’. Originally from Melbourne, Australia, Catherine
learnt the piano and trained as an architect but after
meeting producer Flood in Dublin in 2001 determined that
the studio was where she wanted to be and set about becoming a
producer and engineer. Marks says of her first studio experience:
‘I was in a band, and knew so little about recording that even my
band members had to plug in the output of my keyboard into the
input of my amp!’ But moving to London in 2005, she trained
as assistant with Flood at Assault and Battery Studios, working
with him on two PJ Harvey albums (including the Mercury Prizewinning Let England Shake) and the Editors’ In This Light And On
This Evening album.
In 2009 she started working with Alan Moulder, honing
engineering and mixing skills on projects including Interpol,
Death Cab For Cutie, Killers and Ronnie Vannucci. In 2012 she
mixed albums for A Silent Film and Canada’s Jicah, and also
returned to Australia for projects with Buchanan and Fairchild.
Catherine added programming and synths for an epic sounding
remix of Matthew Mayfield’s Fire Escape and a long period was
spent engineering with Flood and Moulder at Assault and Battery
on Foals’ warmly-received and Mercury-nominated third album Holy Fire.
More recently, she has coproduced and mixed Fiction Records act Meanwhile,
mixed The Ramona Flowers, and also produced and mixed the forthcoming
fourth album from The Howling Bells (due for release in June) including the
already-released single Slowburn, and Wolf Alice’s new EP, the latter recorded
at ICP and including the recent single Moaning Lisa Smile.
Catherine was nominated in two categories at the 2014 MPG Awards and
Resolution arranged a meet at West London’s Ravenscourt Studios. (photos
www.recordproduction.com)

How does the team work with Flood and Moulder on a project like
Foals’ Holy Fire album?
The great thing about working with Flood and the assistant Drew is we’d all
worked together and knew each other. I know Flood and Alan really well and
the way they like to work. So in my mind, I had set up every possible scenario
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that they could possibly want, and had all that prepared. So the moment they
wanted to do [something], it was all ready to go. Everything worked quite
seamlessly.

Did that mean getting to the studio very early?
We spent three or four days setting everything up at the start, and that also had
to do with setting up the ambiance in the studio. Coloured lights, candles, rugs,
plants... and then positioning everyone, and setting all the mics up ready to go.
And five or six scenarios — if we wanted to record the drum kit in another room.
Don’t things take longer if there are four different ideas of how to
do something?
No, because there was one singular idea, and that’s the point of working in a
team, you know what the common goal is. That way you can trust people with
that kind of responsibility.
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Was there quite a lot of timing
manipulation within the computer?
There might have been one or two tracks where it
was crucial that it needed to be really rigid. On Bad
Habit I spent a day trying to time some sticks, but it
didn’t work. There was stuff I tried, but the guys are
so tight. You didn’t want to make things too perfect.
The little nuances and shifts in timing and pace are
what makes that album really good. Their internal
timing is really good.
Was there a set recording schedule for
Holy Fire?
It was all very organic; ‘We feel like working on this
today’. The guys would work on sounds while we’d
be working on something else. Or Jimmy would be
working on a loop, or Yannis would be working on
playing with his reverb and delay pedals and how
the notes react, and then he’d go, ‘OK, I’m ready to
do that.’ And because we had two rooms set up we
were able to do that quite quickly. We had all their
amps set up, then a whole other series of amps.

What discussion would happen at the end of a take?
Initially, everyone was quite diplomatic. Towards the end it was just, bugger
it! No, this is wrong; Yes, this is right. Flood was in the room with the band,
and Alan and I were in the control room, discussing the sonics: did the snare
sound right or not, let’s go and change it. Whereas Flood was focusing more
on the performance aspect. That division of responsibility helps. Also, initially
the decisions got made quicker, because we were responsible for different
things. But of course, Flood would go, ’Al, what do you think?’ And Al would
go, ‘That’s great.’ But we’re going to secretly change the snare drum sound!
From memory, everything was quite fluid. They did a time lapse video which
just has me in front of the computer like this [head in hands] all day!
Were you running the Pro Tools?
A bit of it, a bit of everything — we all swapped. And we had a couple of other
rooms going. Initially when we were demoing all the tracks — which was where
we got all the live tracks from — Al and I were sitting at the desk, using the
sound of the board. Gradually, as the process went on, we were conscious that
we would be moving from room to room, so we had to get it set up to output
16 channels, so we could move to a little B-rig, or Al could take it downstairs
to his room, and he wouldn’t be fighting to match a monitor mix. So we were
summing it out of whatever desk we had around. Al and I would take it in turns
to [submix], just gradually massaging it to where it came to be.
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How did you record the guitar amps?
We wouldn’t compress to tape, maybe EQ a little bit.
I think all the guitars were recorded with the Neve
[VR desk] preamps — the drums were outboard
preamps. Two mics, and dynamic, 421 or 57, and a Sontronics ribbon on the
same speaker — unless it’s a JC120 with stereo chorus. I bought a couple of 57s
and for whatever reason, I like the sound of them over any other 57, so I use
them on snare and guitars.
The dynamic and ribbon would go to two separate tracks?
Yep, we were recording to Pro Tools; didn’t have to bounce anything! If we were
doing overdubs we had this kind of ‘by accident’ mic. We have a 58 hanging
permanently from the ceiling, and because we couldn’t hear the band very well
to communicate, we recorded that, but compressed the hell out of it. It was the
glue for that record, so I just put that in record. There were a few mics lying
around the room that I’d just whack into record, and see what happened, and
give it a nice depth.
You learnt piano; how important are your musical skills?
Learning how to engineer was a different discipline, but it’s really helped in
terms of being able to communicate with players and artists, because I know
what key things are in and I know what the notes are. I can go, OK, don’t play
that, play that, or whatever. Occasionally someone will go, Oh I hear you’re a
great piano player, maybe you can play on this record. But I usually avoid it,
because I’m not the artist. Whatever they do, whether it’s good or perfect or not,
it’s what makes that special.
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How do you monitor when mixing? I read that you’ve mixed tracks
on headphones...
They turned out alright, I’m quite proud of them, but it was more out of necessity
rather than choice. I think I mixed a Matthew
Mayfield track when I was in Australia with my
laptop and headphones; I was in the country with
my family. I went into town and downloaded it,
went back out to the country, mixed it, came back
and uploaded it. And I did another track for an
American band last minute; I couldn’t get into a
studio, so I told them that was how I was doing it.
I had my little Genelecs as well, but I didn’t even
have an interface, it was just coming out of the
headphone socket. But you just adapt to whatever
works. It’s a little bit wrong, things are squashed
and you use plug-ins that you’d never normally use.
But if you did the ‘perfect’ mix it would
be boring...
I’m good at making things ‘not perfect’, ha-ha!
Joking aside, it’s like recording onto tape where
decisions had to be made quite quickly, you do three
or four takes and that’s it; you only have 24 tracks.
So you’re less inclined to focus on the tiny things
that don’t really matter. Also you’re not looking at
something; it’s just about how you feel about it. If I
haven’t produced something and I’m mixing, I can
get something together quite quickly, in three or four
hours, that’s the broad strokes. I’m sure everyone
does that. But then I have to stop myself from going,
OK, I love it, but now I’m going to do all the things
that you’re supposed to do. Sometimes it can get
worse. So now when I get to that point, I send it off
as a reference, asking, is this the right way? And
also if they say, ‘We love it’, I don’t do anything else. But then I do, as well, five
hours later going, oh but the snare drum doesn’t sound right!
On Howling Bells’ Slow Burn, what’s the vocal distortion?
Decapitator; she sang with it on. We called them ‘crazy lady vocals’, to give
some of the vocal parts more power. Her voice is buttery and smooth, and
sometimes it would need a bit of force, so I’d get her to sing full volume, full
chest voice, but distort the hell out of it. So it would be fun, and give it that kind
of excitement.
If you’re mixing on a desk, will you plug in lots of outboard?
Yeah, it’s such a luxury to work on a desk, it’s so rare now. I love the H3000 and
H3500s, Space Echo, Chorus Echo, SPX90 — I use the Gated Reverb on snare.
The AMS delay, and the blue Delta-Lab Effectron, and there’s a little brown
Effectron Jr. Obviously I run it through a summing mixer like the Chandler,

and I’m using Al’s Massive Passive, Vac Rac, and I’ve got my Obsidian. At the
start of Howling Bells I tried to use as much outboard as possible. I had less
than a day per mix, including getting comments, so I tried to make it as easy
as possible. I didn’t change much in terms of
the sounds; it was more a balance thing. My
thing is, I know my mix is finished when I’m
up to de-essing the vocals and drawing out all
the breaths.

On the Howling Bells track there’s quite
a lot of audible breath noise...
Normally I would [remove those] but her
breaths are so gorgeous and part of the timing
as well, and we did have a conversation.
There’s one track Paper Heart where you can
hear all the wetness in her voice, and she
was very emotional. I could have spent hours
getting rid of it, but I liked it. You can hear the
tears through her voice, it’s glorious.
How did you compress the tambourine?
It was recorded like that. Because we were
moving so quickly, with drum overdubs, rather
than using one mic, I’d just duplicate the drum
tracks, put them into record and bounce it
down like that. But I’d get him to move around.
We had the over-compressed mic fed in, and
we did some tom overdubs as well. But I didn’t
go through and pick the mic; I just bounced it
all down.
What are your panning philosophies?
Lead guitars will always come a little bit from
the left. Tambourines are fair game; I like them
quite loud and prominent. So sometimes they’ll be on top of the snare, or hard left
or hard right, the same with shakers. Rhythm guitar or acoustic guitar from the
right. Sometimes I’ll pan the kick and snare a little bit to the left and to the right.
Do you feel if you hard pan a tambourine you need to balance it
with something bright the other side?
No, I don’t care. And almost subliminally, if it’s quite loud and panned a little
bit, it’s something incessantly keeping rhythm, but you almost don’t notice it.
If you pan, say, a guitar, do you match its reverb’s panning?
God, no! I don’t care. But I do have a trick: to give a guitar sparkle and a sense
of space, if it’s on the left, I pan a send to Crystallizer on the far right and send
that to a reverb on the far left, so it’s got a weird little shimmer. I feel like I learn
something new every day. But you’ll forget about things, then rediscover them
and go, what the hell was I thinking, it’s amazing, idiot! n
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